FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Lightstat Lights the Way Forward with Launch of LED Lighting Series
Barkhamsted, CT – February 22, 2017 - Recognizing customers’ requirements for integrated environmental solutions, Lightstat, Inc. introduces a
comprehensive LED Lighting product family to its robust product portfolio. The new LED series complements Lightstat’s Automated Lighting Control
(ALC) Systems and Title 24 compliant Dimming Panels, providing a structured package to better serve customers in reducing energy consumption,
improving energy efficiency and optimizing overall environmental performance.
In the face of market downturns, the commercial and industrial sectors continue to look for ways to minimize operational costs. In alignment with the
challenge, Lightstat brings a full range of traditional and architectural LED lighting fixtures. High lumen output, extensive lifespan and minimal maintenance enable a highly cost-effective solution. The LED lighting series streamlines customer purchasing within a fully configurable lighting control system.
The Lightstat LED Lighting product line encompasses Title 24 solutions and is cULus listed and DLC approved. The broad spectrum of fixtures
comprises four core categories including outdoor, indoor, retrofit and emergency LED fixtures, all designed to interface with Lightstat’s Lighting
Control solutions or for independent usage with third-party technologies. The broad product range meets safety, security, environmental and lighting
level requirements for retail, quick-serve restaurant, warehouse, financial and general commercial facilities, and includes:
Outdoor LED Fixtures
Landscape Security/Flood Lights, Small Multi-Purpose Area Lights, Medium Mult-Purpose Area Lights, Large Multi-Purpose Area Lights,
Polycarbonate Wall Packs, Traditional Wall Packs and Architectural Wall Packs, Surface Mount Canopies.
Indoor LED Fixtures
Recessed Retrofit Kits, Ceiling Troffer Retrofit-Kits and High Bays.
Emergency LED Fixtures
Emergency Exit Signs:
Thermoplastic, Remote Capable Thermoplastic, Die Cast Aluminum, Surface Edgelit, Recessed Edgelit, Wet/Cold Location Combo,
Thermoplastic LIghtbar Combo, Thermoplastic Traditional Combos and Compact Wet/Cold Location.
Emergency Units:
Traditional Style Thermoplastic Emergency, Compact Thermoplastic Fully Aimable, Weatherproof MR16, Decorative Die-Cast Emergency
and Indoor and Outdoor Remote Emergency Lamps.
“Lightstat’s entry into the LED lighting fixture product space demonstrates a deep commitment to providing our customer with holistic environmental
control solutions”, says Scott Loveland, Vice President of Sales and Marketing. “We continually strive to leverage our equipment offering with integrated
functionality and shared interfacing.” Lightstat’s Automatic Lighting Control System is part of a wider energy intelligence platform capable of controlling,
monitoring and measuring energy output.
About Lightstat
Lightstat is an Environmental Control industry leader, enabling business with intuitive, integrated and automated thermostat and lighting control systems
for over 32 years. The Lighstat facility management product network reduces energy consumption, improves energy efficiency, and optimizes overall
environmental performance. Lightstat provides easy to use, customizable and scalable solutions to create a pleasing facility environment for employees,
customers and visitors. All Lightstat products are proudly designed and manufactured in the USA and carry an industry leading Limited Lifetime
Warranty. The new LED line carries a 5-year warranty on all electronics and housings. Lightstat is a GSA approved vendor.
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